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1. God’s laws are always the highest laws – Christ Followers 
should pursue Scripture even when Scripture commands what is 
difficult and/or against our preferences (Acts 4:1–22).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. God’s law is highest, but God has also given us other authorities 
to follow – including government (Romans 13:1–7). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Government authority is to be followed over and against our 
preferences – but never over and against Scriptural mandates 
(Acts 4:19).   
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CONNECT: 

• Have you ever continued to do something after someone asked you 
to stop?  What were the circumstances? What were the 
consequences? 

GROW: 

• READ Acts 4:1-10.  Peter and John were facing the same council that 
Jesus faced.  Do you sometimes have trouble speaking of Jesus 
(especially to influential people) for fear of what they may think of 
you?  What can you remember in order to ease that fear? 

• READ Acts 4:11-22.  The council realized that Peter and John were 
what they considered uneducated, common men.  Do you ever feel 
disqualified to speak about clear biblical doctrine because you are not 
formally trained? How have you overcome this?  Or have you? 

• We are reminded in our sermon this week that the Bible, not our 
personal preferences, must reign.  Can you give an example of political 
policies that might go against our preferences vs policies that go 
against scripture? 

• It can be tempting in the face of political policies that go against both 
our preferences and scripture to insulate and isolate.  Why is it 
important to engage in our culture rather than to isolate 
ourselves?  What struggles have you encountered in being in the 
world but not of it? 

• Peter preached a message of salvation in Christ alone.  (Acts 4:12, 1 
Timothy 2:5-6)  Why is this such an important message to speak into 
our current culture?  Why is there so much resistance to this message? 

• Peter and John disobeyed the wishes of the council and explained that 
they could not stop telling about everything they had seen and 
heard.  Why? (1 John 1:1-3) 

GO: 

• In what ways can we engage in our communities to affect change in our 

culture?  What have you done in the past? 


